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Does any of this feel familiar? 

“How do we go 
faster?”

“How do we 
scale?”

“Is automation 
secure?”

“We need to 
automate across 
on premises and 

cloud.”

Operational challenges 

 “We can’t hire.”

“People are 
leaving for other 
opportunities.”

“Our team is 
overworked.”

“How do we build 
automation 

communities?”

Skills gaps

“We already have 
too many tools to 

maintain”

“Budgets are 
shrinking.”

Budgetary pressures



‘‘70% of digital 
transformations fail’’  

__
BCG 

Organizations are making technology investments and getting limited 
results because they aren’t prepared to change their behaviors.

Source: Flipping the odds of Digital Transformation  Success 

https://www.bcg.com/fr-fr/publications/2020/increasing-odds-of-success-in-digital-transformation


The bad news? It’s tough out there. 

The good news: You are not alone. 

The real news: You can’t do it alone. 
           No one can do it alone. 

Collaboration is the key. 



Collaboration is the key to automation 

LINE OF BUSINESS

SECURITY
OPERATIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE

End-to-end transformation is made possible by collaborative and coordinated automation.

NETWORK DEVELOPERS



…and automation is the key to acceleration

7 Source:

IDC Red Hat Ansible Automation Improves IT Agility and Time to Market, May 2019e

DEVELOPERS 135% more applications developed per year

INFRASTRUCTURE & 
OPERATIONS 68% more productive infrastructure management teams

I.T. LEADERSHIP 498% five-year ROI with 5 months to payback

NETWORK 53% reduction in unplanned downtime

SECURITY 25% more efficient IT security teams

LINE OF BUSINESS $1.13M in new revenue per year

https://pnt.redhat.com/pnt/p-12015185/idc-business-...201905-en.pdf


Vision and strategy matter: 
3 approaches for more 
collaborative automation 



Think like software developers do.
 Build a culture of modern development.



“We had to change our mindset in how we’re 
managing and deploying our global network, which 
included not only modernizing our platforms but 
modernizing our skill sets.” 

- Principal Software Engineering Group Manager
                                                             Fortune 15 technology company 



Have an automation-first 
cultural mindset.
Change starts at the top. It starts with you. 



“We used to do things in silos; now we're pushing 
Extreme Automation as a whole, and driving 
towards the same mission.”

- Director 
    Financial Services customer



Leverage and share individuals’ 
skills and experience.

Fill the talent gap and up-skill your teams.



“Automation helped support a positive cultural shift, 
resulting in better collaboration between teams. 
Red Hat is collaborating with us to implement best 
practices and learn from their expertise across our 
entire organization.” 

-     Automation manager
                                                                                                          European energy company 



You are the IT (automation) factor
Which approach feels like the best fit for your organization? 

     
        Have an automation

first cultural mindset 

Leverage and share 
individuals’ skills and 

experience 

Think like software 
developers 
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Accelerate automation adoption 

Optimize

Transform 

OR



Automation Maturity Curve

Speed Scale
Reliability

Effort per change

Standard onboarding
Reliable release process

Team autonomy
Testing framework(s)

Expanded external integrations
Governance driven RBAC

Cross team workflows
End-to-end automation provisioning

Automation first across silos

Event-driven automation
Self-healing infrastructure

AIOps

Crawl Walk Run

▸  Simplify a task ▸  Centralize domain automation  ▸  Orchestrate across domains  



Where are you on that journey to optimize or transform?
Every automation journey starts somewhere

Source: Forrester maturity model

Level 1

▹ No trust

▹ No accountability

▹ No customer focus

▹ No collaboration

▹ Manual tools and processes

▹ No metrics

▹ Reactionary

Level 2

▹ Starting to trust

▹ Evaluating accountability

▹ Starting to collaborate

▹ Starting to focus on 
customers

▹ Evaluating metrics

▹ Still reactionary

▹ Evaluating tools and 
processes

Level 3

▹ Basic level of trust between 
org units

▹ Starting to hold one’s org 
unit accountable 

▹ Starting to journey map 
customer experience

▹ Implementation of basic 
automation tools

▹ Implementing simple 
metrics

▹ Starting to predict 
workloads and business 
impact

   Level 4

▹ High degree of trust

▹ Holding other orgs 
accountable

▹ Steadfast collaboration

▹ Mapped customer 
experience

▹ Evaluating full software 
release automation

▹ Starting to tie metrics to 
customer experience

▹ Predicting demand 
management accurately

Level 5

▹ Everyone holds each other 
accountable across org 
units

▹ Collaboration throughout 
the software delivery 
lifecycle

▹ Customer experience ties 
directly to business 
technology objectives

▹ Full software release 
automation is employed

▹ Demand management 
predictions are accurate and 
in real time



Being ready for the 
next wave of automation



Can I extend my automation beyond Day 0/1? 

Can I use automation to reduce the time it takes between 
identifying a problem and fixing it?  

Should I put automation, and the capabilities it allows, in the hands of 
as many users as possible in order to maximize the benefits for the 
entire organization? 

Yes. 

The next wave of automation 



Infrastructure as Code 

▸ “Build, Provision, Configure, Deploy” - with a 
more focused, automation-first mindset. 

▸ Extend and leverage “legacy knowledge” 

▸ Expand into additional IT domains and 
footprints (network, edge, cloud, etc) 

Growth in end-to-end automation across the entire lifecycle 

Where we see the market going 

0
Day

1
Day

Operations as Code 

▸ Standardize operations processes IT-wide

▸ Observability is easy, remediation is hard

▸ A skills vacuum is coming soon

2
Day



The Ansible product strategy 
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Source:
Insert source data here
Insert source data here
Insert source data here

Accelerate  Integrate
 

Scale 

A connected experience engineered to deliver trusted end-to-end automation 
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Network

Routers

IPAM

Switches

LBs

Private cloud

Infrastructure Cloud native

Security Public cloud

ITSM

Red Hat 
Ansible Automation Platform

Edge

PAM

IDPS

SEIM

Firewalls

   Collaborative automation across your ecosystem 

55+ 
Certified

Technology 
partners 

 140+
Certified
Content 

Collections  

100+ 
Systems    

integrators + 
Resellers

55,000
GitHub stars

1000+ 
Active open 

source 
contributors 



Red Hat Ansible Certified Content Ansible Validated Content
What do I want to automate? How should I automate it? 

Established integration with Red Hat and 3rd-party 
platforms

From Red Hat and trusted industry partners

Tested and supported for security, quality, and 
reliability

Available through console.redhat.com

Provides an opinionated path for performing 
operations on Red Hat and 3rd-party platforms

From Red Hat and trusted industry partners

Tested for security, quality, and reliability

Now  preloaded in private automation hub

Certified + Validated automation content from the ecosystem 



The end-to-end trusted automation supply chain 



The generative AI inflection point is upon us



Red Hat + IBM are partnering to bring AI to Ansible



  

  
> Generate a 

playbook or role 

from a natural 

language request 

  

  
> Find me a 

playbook or role 

similar to what 

I’m writing

  

  
> Review my 

playbook and 

help make it 

better

  

  
> Tell me what 

this playbook is 

doing - and it’s 

impact 

Content 
Generation 

Content 
Discovery

Content 
Optimization 

Content 
Explanation

Project Wisdom brings generative AI to Playbook development



The Project Wisdom experience
Enhancing Playbook creation 

1.   Ansible Wisdom is accessible via 
VSCode extension 

2.   Type in a task directly into the VSCode 
editor. Wisdom NLP takes over. 

3.   Ansible Wisdom will make a code 
recommendation for the developer to 
consider

4. User has option to Accept, Ignore, or 
Modify recommended code snippet 

5.   If “accepted,” playbook is 
automatically populated and user can 
move on to the next task

6.   User prompted to provide feedback; 
this is important for helping to train the 
model. 

6

5

4

3

1

2



Get involved with Project Wisdom: Join the Private Preview  

redhat.com/wisdom

http://redhat.com/wisdom
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Introducing: Event-Driven Ansible

Observation + remediation 

▸ Instead of running playbooks on a regular 
schedule, trigger them on-demand by a 
specific event.

▸ Drastically reduce the time it takes to 
observe, plan, and react to events.  

▸ Gain the flexibility to identify important 
events and resolve them with 
rules-based actions.



 Event-Driven Ansible has a range of valuable use cases 

▸ Basic network 
troubleshooting tasks

▸ Remediate configuration 
issues based on port events

▸ Infrastructure awareness 
based on routing events

Networking

▸ Remediate application 
deployment issues

▸ Trigger edge app 
redeployments

▸ Automate application 
scaling

▸ Trigger cloud estate check 
from instance creation events

▸ Automate remediation tasks 
from service bus events

Edge Cloud

▸ Escalate infrastructure 
issues for improved 
observability

▸ Ensure compliance post 
change events

Infrastructure

▸ Automate log enrichment from a 
security event

▸ Automate security responses 
from incidents

▸ Escalate events for human 
intervention

Security

▸ Allow applications to trigger 
remediation of issues from 
patterns

▸ Enrich healing capabilities of 
applications and their 
dependencies

Applications



Event-Driven Ansible: Event Source Plugins + Integrations

Partner source plugins in roadmap

▸ AppDynamics

▸ Dynatrace

▸ Splunk

▸ IBM Instana

▸ LogicMonitor

▸ Sumologic

▸ GCP Pub/Sub

▸ AWS EventBridge

And More…

Ansible Maintained Event Source Plugins

▸ Kafka

▸ Webhooks (generic)

▸ Prometheus/Alertmanager

▸ Azure Service Bus

▸ watchdog (file system watcher)

▸ url_check (url status check)

▸ range (event generation plugin_

▸ file (loading facts from yaml)
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A common platform for scaling automation across environments
Orchestration, coordination, and governance from a single solution

Cloud-native

Public cloud

Private cloud

Infrastructure

Networking

Security

Edge

IT service management 
(ITSM)



Red Hat Ansible Automation Platform on the public cloud

Runs in your 
public cloud

Fully installed 
and integrated

Fully supported 
by Red Hat

Integrated into 
public cloud billing

Counts toward 
spend agreements

AVAILABLE NOW ON 3 LEADING MARKETPLACES!

Customer deployed, 
Managed by Red Hat

Customer deployed,  Self-managed



STRICTLY INTERNAL ONLY

 
 

Extending automation to the edge

  
Edge endpoint Regional

datacenter
Edge gateway, network Edge server Core datacenter

           Far edge  Distributed edge

CloudDevice or
sensor

Hybrid cloud footprint
Edge footprint



CONFIDENTIAL designatorRed Hat is a leader in the 2023 Forrester Wave™: Infrastructure Automation 

Source: Forrester Research. “The Forrester Wave™: Infrastructure automation Q1 2023,” 2023.

https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/forrester-wave-infrastructure-automation-analyst-asset


Removes repetitive 
tasks from the daily 

work of IT teams.

Allows teams to establish a 
consistent capability to 

achieve specific, desired 
outcomes. 

Fosters collaboration 
among and across IT teams; 
a single platform around which 

the entire organization can 
align and grow. 

Delivers the ability to 
shape the shared solution 

to meet the nuanced 
needs of each team.

Red Hat Ansible is the automation platform for what’s next 



linkedin.com/company/red-hat

youtube.com/c/AnsibleAutomation

facebook.com/redhatinc

twitter.com/ansible
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Thank you


